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Highlights 1

2

The removal of isovaleraldehyde by surface plasma discharge was studied3

Operating parameters are tested at pilot scale with high flow rate4

The scale-up of plasma reactors were discussed5

Plasma process was successfully extrapolated at larger scale.6

7

8
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Abstract18

This work investigated the performance of Isovaleraldehyde (3-methylbutanal) removal 19

from gas streams using continuous flow surface discharge plasma at room temperature. The 20

feasibility of pollutant removal using up-scaled reactor was systematically assessed by 21

monitoring removal efficiency and mineralization at different operational parameters, such as 22

specific energy, air flow rate and inlet concentration. Results show that increasing flow rate 23

lead to improve the removal capacity. For example, when flow rate extends two times, the 24

removal capacity varies from 0.6 to 1.1 g.h 1. Moreover, when specific energy increased, 25

both removal capacity and mineralization were enhanced. Additionally, a comparison 26

between laboratory and pilot scales using surface discharge plasma system was carried out.27

A methodology of scaling up the surface discharge plasma system was proposed. In this 28

context, removal capacities were compared for different continuous reactors: two reactors29

at laboratory scale (planar and cylindrical reactor), and pilot unit. The results suggest that the30

plasma reactor scale-up for pollutant removal can be feasible.31

Keywords32
33

Scaling-up, Continuous reactor, surface discharge plasma, VOCs treatment, byproducts34

35

Introduction36

37

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) had adverse effects on environment and human 38

health. They are emitted from different outdoor sources (motor vehicles, incomplete 39

combustion in industrial processes) (Le Cloirec, 1998) as well as from indoor sources 40

(ADEME, 2005). Various methods have been developed for indoor air cleaning and VOCs41
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removal such as thermal and catalytic incineration (Li and Gong, 2010), absorption (Hsu 42

and Lin, 2011), adsorption (Kim and Ahn, 2012), condensation (Tan et al., 2005), 43

biofiltration (Zehraoui et al., 2012), ozonation (Ogata et al., 2010) and photocatalysis44

(Hussain et al., 2011; Assadi et al., 2012). Although several chemical methods were used45

or studied for the effective treatment of VOCs, the environmental applications of non-thermal 46

plasma (NTP) started at the beginning of the XXth century with the use of plasma-generated 47

ozone for water depollution. Later on, this type of treatment process was successfully 48

developed for air treatment (Khacef et al., 2006).49

The most significant advantage of NTP generated in ambient air was the production of 50

highly reactive oxidizing radicals such as O  and O , and also O3. Such species were51

produced at room temperature and at low energy cost compared to any alternative methods 52

(Malik et al., 2011; Nunez et al., 1993). As a result, non-thermal plasma could easily break53

most chemical bonds of molecular pollutants at low temperatures and convert gas pollutants 54

into end-products including CO, CO2, H2O (Cho et al., 2012). On the other hand, many 55

researches on NTP technologies for processing gases show that NTP is very effective for 56

gas treatment at low VOCs concentrations (Kim, 2004; Hammer, 2014). In fact, our 57

previous research proved that some VOCs in gas streams can be degraded efficiently by 58

surface discharge plasma at laboratory scale pilots with two different geometries (Assadi et 59

al., 2014a).60

This present paper was to extend previous research at lab scale (Assadi at al., 2014a; Assadi 61

et al., 2014b) by adding a new investigation about pilot scale of surface plasma application. 62

Moreover, a special attention was given to high flow rate parameter (from 250 to 500 m3.h-1)63

and its effect on the reactor performance, which is innovative in comparison to the latter 64

studies. Here, isovaleraldehyde (isoval) was chosen since this pollutant was the main 65

molecule detected in the exhaust gases from animal quartering centers (ADEME, 2005). 66

Another goal of the present work is to investigate different reactors scales (laboratory and 67

pilot) in order to see the possibility of the scale-up of the process.68

69

2. Experimental setup70

71

The used experimental setup was structured as follows: (i) continuous reactors, (ii) plasma 72

system and (iii) analysis set-up.73
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74

2.1. Plasma reactors75

76

2.1.1. Laboratory reactors77

78

The experiments were carried out in ambient conditions, i.e. room temperature and pressure. 79

Two lab scale reactors were tested. The first one, planar reactor, consisted of a 80

rectangular cross section (135 mm × 135 mm) and is 1 m length. It contained two plates, 4 81

mm thickness, which were arranged parallel to the length of the reactor and permit to hold 82

up the two electrodes (Fig.1b). The second one, cylindrical reactor, was composed83

principally of a glass tube (58 mm id and 100 cm length). It was covered by a copper grid 84

forming the outer electrode. The glass tube, 4 mm thickness, acts as the dielectric media. The 85

High Voltage (HV) electrode was a helicoidally wire shaped as a coil spring in close contact 86

with the inner wall of the reactor (Fig. 1a). A detailed description of the geometry of the 87

plasma reactor and electrical measurements was published elsewhere (Guillerm et al., 88

2014).89

90

Fig1:  Scheme and sectional drawing of the cylindrical (a) and planar (b) reactors91

92

2.1.2. Pilot unit93

94

This reactor was an air handling unit produced by CIAT (Compagnie Industrielle95

d’Applications Thermiques- France) with a ow rate capacity up to 5000 m3.h-1 (Figure2). 96

The unit comprised a pre- ltration box, a cooling bank, an electric heater (box no. 1), a vapor97

humidi er (box no. 2), a pollutant in ection area (box no. 3), an upstream pollution 98

measurement box, a surface plasma treatment system, a downstream concentration 99

measurement box (box no. 4); a fan (box no. 5) and nally an activated carbon ltration (box 100

no. 6). The ventilation box consisted of a medium-pressure centrifugal fan. The used pilot 101

was described in detail in our previous work (Assadi et al., 2014c).102

103
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Figure 2: A functional diagram of pilot unit supplied by CIAT104

105

2.2. Plasma system106

107

The experimental set-up for surface discharge production was similar to the planar 108

reactor. In fact, one side of the partition was provided with metallic grid forming the 109

HV electrode. The total surface area of each lab reactor was 0.18m2. As seen in figure 3, 110

the other side was formed of a copper sheet that served as a ground electrode. The two 111

electrodes were separated by a dielectric sheet of glass (thickness 4 mm). These elements 112

were tied together and this configuration was reproduced six times forming six parallel113

channels. The polluted gas flowed through these channels. The details concerning the 114

surface discharge plasma system of the pilot unit were shown in figure 3.115

116

Figure 3: Photography of Plasma system used in pilot unit 117

118

The surface discharge was obtained by submitting the electrodes to a sinusoidal high voltage 119

ranging from 0 to 30 kV (peak to peak) at 50 Hz frequency. The outer electrode was120

connected to the ground through a 50 nF of capacity in order to collect the charges 121

transferred through the reactor. The applied voltage (Ua) and high capacitance voltage (Um) 122

were measured by LeCroy high voltage probes and recorded by digital oscilloscope (Lecroy 123

Wave Surfer 24 Xs, 200 MHz).124

The air-isovaleraldehyde gas mixture was prepared by passing synthetic air (Air Liquide) 125

through liquid isovaleraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, 97%). In fact, the pollutant (liquid) was126

firstly pressurized with air in a stainless steel tank (500 mL). Then, it was heated, vaporized 127

and mixed with a zero-air ow in an especially designed Bronkhorst vaporization/mixing 128

chamber (CEM). In these conditions, the inlet concentrations ranged from 2 to 10 mg.m-3. 129

130

2.3. Analysis set-up131

132

The experiment was carried out at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The 133

temperature and relative humidity were measured by a TESTO sensor. The gases (direct 134

sampling or after concentration) were analysed by means of gas chromatography with a flame 135
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ionisation detector (FID) or mass spectrometry (MS). CO and CO2 analysers were used to 136

monitor the carbon monoxide and dioxide. Ozone formed in the plasma reactor was measured 137

by bubbling it through a suitable liquid phase of KI. The analysis system was largely 138

described in previous studies (Assadi et al., 2012, 2013 and 2014a).139

3. Results and discussion140
141

Experimental parameters were defined as follows: (Cin) and (Cout) represented inlet and 142

outlet concentration of pollutant (mg/m3) respectively.143

144

The specific energy (SE) was defined as the energy deposited per unit volume of the gas flow:145

SE (J.L-1) = P/(Q*1000)                                            (1)146

where P was the input power (W) and Q denoted the total gas flow rate ( m3.s 1).147

To evaluate the plasma process, the following parameters are employed:148

The removal capacity (R) which was calculated from:149

. . (%)
100

inC
R Q IRE

                                                              
(2)150

where IRE(%) isovaleraldehyde removal was defined as151

- outinIRE % = × 100 %
in

C C
C                                                         (3)

152

The energy yield E(eV/molecule) =3.21. 103 *P/[Q* (Cin- Cout)]      (4)153

where 3.21. 103 was constant taking account Avogadro's number, molecular 154

weight of Isoval and joule to electron-volt Conversion.155

The selectivities of CO and CO2 which were de ned as:156

(5)157

158

                                (6)159

where [CO] and [CO2] were respectively the concentrations of carbon monoxide and 160

carbon dioxide detected in the effluent gas as a result of Isoval removal, and [Isoval]conv161

was the concentration of Isovaleraldehyde converted by plasma surface discharge.162
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Ozone concentration: Ozone was well known to be an inevitable byproduct in a 163

plasma process. It could be formed by the following reaction:164

                                O° + O2 +M  O3 +M                                             (1)165

166

where O° was atomic oxygen  and was generated by O2 dissociation due to its impact167

with high energy electrons, and M could be either molecular oxygen or molecular nitrogen 168

(Atkinson et al., 2003). Moreover, several mechanisms occurred when non-thermal 169

plasma was present since plasma produces various species such as high energy electrons, 170

excited molecules or radicals (O°, N*, °OH, O2
.-,O3, NO2, NOx, etc.). These molecules 171

could interact directly with VOC molecules (Atkinson et al., 2003).172

173

3.1. Pilot unit efficiency174

175

The reactor was already being ushed under surface discharge for 1hour when we 176

started sampling for analysis. Indeed, the inlet and outlet gas were then sampled manually.177

The experiments which were repeated two times; showed a good reproducibility with 178

5% standard deviation. This standard deviation was represented by vertical bars in the 179

experimental results in all figures.180

Moreover, the performance of pollutant removal using the pilot unit (500 m3.h-1) was181

systematically assessed by monitoring the removal efficiency, the mineralization and ozone 182

formation at different operational parameters, such as specific energy, air flow rate and inlet 183

concentration.184

3.1.1. Removal capacity of Isoval185

186
The removal capacity of isovaleraldehyde was investigated by studying the effect of specific 187

energy, flowrate and inlet concentration of pollutant (Figure 4.a). Firstly, figure 4.a showed188

that the increase of flowrate improved the removal capacity. In fact, at flowrate equal to 250 189

m3.h-1 and 3 mg.m-3 of inlet concentration, when SE extended six times, the removal 190

capacity   increased from 0.2 to 0.45 g.h 1. This result was similar to those reported for 191

trimethylamine and isovaleric acid at laboratory scale (Assadi et al., 2014a), for toluene 192

(Vandenbroucke et al., 2011), H2S (Chen and Xie, 2013) and for NOx (Khacef et al., 193

2013).. On the other hand, for a selected flow rate, it was interesting to report that 194

experimental results showed an enhanced removal capacity when increasing inlet195
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concentration. Similar results were found in previous studies (Assadi et al., 2014a). For 196

diluted effluent, the oxidation rate was directly proportional to the inlet concentration. The 197

degradation occurred to fit a pseudo first-order kinetic. At this specific concentration 198

range, many reactive species remained available for the reaction. On the other hand, the199

experimental results about the effect of air flow rate (Q) on isovaleraldehyde removal were 200

illustrated in Fig. 4.a. In our case, despite the decrease of residence time, an improvement in 201

the removal capacity was noticed. Indeed, at SE= 4.5 J.L-1 and when Q increased from 250 to 202

500 m3/h, removal capacity increased two times. The gas-phase mass transfer rate 203

influenced the treatment capacity by producing a concentration gradient between the 204

bulk and the discharge zone. For instance under transitional conditions, the removal 205

capacity depended on gas-phase mass transfer rate and plasma reaction rate (Assadi et 206

al., 2014d). At higher flow rate, the process become a chemically step controlled. Thus, it207

could be suggested that the increase of air flow was helpful to the transfer of 208

isovaleraldehyde molecules from bulk to discharge zone (Vandenbroucke et al., 2011).209

210

Figure 4.a: Removal capacity of Isoval and energy yield vs. specific energy at different 211

flow rates and different inlet concentrations using pilot unit.212

213

However, in practice, energy cost E (eV/molecule) is an important parameter; the 214

variation of this parameter with different operating parameters was shown in figure 4.b. 215

In fact, the energy cost for conversion was higher for lower isoval initial concentrations, 216

exceeding 2.9 keV/molecule for the lowest concentration investigated (3 mg/m3). On the 217

other hand, we noted that energy cost was flow rate independent because when we 218

increased the flow rate we must increase also the power in order to keep SE constant.219

220

Figure 4.b: Energy yield vs specific energy at different flow rates and different inlet 221

concentrations using pilot unit222

223

3.1.2. By-products formation224

225

At pilot scale, the detected by-products were acetone (CH3COCH3), acetic acid 226

(CH3COOH), CO and CO2. We note that these by-products were similar to those seen at 227
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lab scale. A possible pathway of Isoval removal was proposed in our previous228

investigation with cylindrical reactor at lab scale (Assadi et al., 2014e).229

230

3.1.2.1. CO and CO2 formation231

232
When increasing the specific energy, the discharges snatched more electrons from the gas-233

phase inducing a higher concentration of reactive species in the plasma (Fig.5). So, more 234

reactive species were available to induce by-product mineralization. Same results were235

reported in other studies at laboratory scale (Lee et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Xiao et 236

al., 2014). It was well known that at laboratory scale, the decrease of ow rate and inlet 237

concentration lead to an increase of mineralization.238

239

Figure 5: Variation of the mineralization vs. specific energy at different inlet 240

concentrations and different flow rates241

242

Fig.6 depicted the effect of specific energy, flow rate and inlet concentration of CO 243

selectivity. It was interesting to note that whatever the experimental conditions used, 244

experimental results showed that CO selectivity was globally not dependent upon the inlet 245

concentration and flow rate and it didn’t exceed 15 %. This effect could be due to tested 246

concentrations interval which was very low. So, the effect of these two parameters was not 247

significant. Previous studies were shown that with surface plasma discharge, the 248

selectivity of CO was widely specific energy dependent (Thevenet et al., 2014; Assadi et 249

al., 2014e).250

251

Figure 6: Variation of the CO selectivity (%) vs. specific energy at different inlet 252

concentrations and different flow rates.253

254

3.1.2.2. Ozone formation255

256

Fig. 7 showed the variation of O3 concentration with specific energy at different inlet 257

concentration and different flow rates. First of all, it was well known that at laboratory scale, 258

the increase of specific energy leaded to an increase of ozone concentration. The behavior 259

with pilot scale was similar to that was seeing at lab scale. In fact, increasing two times the 260
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specific energy leaded to an increase of the concentration of formed ozone by 5 ppm. 261

Additionally, at Q= 250 m3.h-1, the highest ozone concentrations were obtained at low inlet 262

concentration. This suggests, when compared with previous studies, especially with the planar 263

reactor, that the reactive species such as active atomic oxygen and O3 would also be 264

consumed to react with isovaleraldehyde or by-products (Thevenet et al., 2014). Thus, the 265

consumption of active species such as O could explain the decreasing ozone concentration in 266

the presence of high inlet concentration of Isoval (Reaction 1).267

Moreover, ozone increased with the increase of flow rate. In fact, active species usually268

reacted with VOC present in gas. The decrease of the residence time reduced the active 269

species/VOC contact probability, allowing an important recombination reaction270

(Reaction1.)271

272

Figure 7: Variation of the ozone vs. specific energy at different inlet concentrations and 273

different flow rates274

275

3.2. Comparison of reactors276

277

In the next step of this investigation, we compared results obtained at lab scale with the278

removal capacity of pilot unit. A methodology was proposed to scale-up surface discharge279

reactors, employing purely laboratory information, avoiding the need of using adjustable 280

parameters for each different application of the same process. For this purpose, 281

isovaleraldehyde removal was studied previously in a laboratory scale reactor. 282

As explained above, under our experimental conditions, many parameters were kept the 283

same for the two reactors studied: residence time, feed of Isoval (flow rate × inlet 284

concentration), relative humidity and temperature. Indeed, feed of Isoval and residence times285

for lab and pilot scale were kept constant and equal to 1.2 g.h-1 and 0.6s respectively (4 m3.h-1 286

for the cylindrical reactor , 10 m3.h-1 for the planar reactor and 250 m3.h-1 for pilot unit). 287

Figure 8 showed the removal capacities of Isoval using different scale reactors. The results 288

showed that the removal capacities with Pilot scale were about six times higher than that 289

of the laboratory reactors, regarding to flow rate and plasma surface involved. 290

Moreover, at high value of flow rate, the mass transfer was not a limited step. Thus, 291

previous results and present study confirmed that the scale-up of the surface discharge plasma292
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could have been possible from the laboratory reactor study. This study showed that data 293

obtained for surface plasma process at laboratory scale can be used for industrial design.294

295

Figure 8: Different reactors and scales comparison vs. specific energy: Feed of Isoval = 296

1.2 g.h-1, residence time=0.6s297

298

4. Conclusion299

300

The removal of isovaleraldehyde was carried out on surface discharge at pilot scale with 301

high flow rates. 302

The results showed that the increment’s effect of specific energy seemed to be signi cant on303

the average removal capacity and on the overall selectivity to CO2. Additionally, the increase 304

of flow rate leaded to improve the removal of pollutant due to enhancement of mass transfer 305

step.306

The removal capacities of isovaleraldehyde with three different scale reactors were compared 307

and the feasibility of the scale-up process was demonstrated due to continuity of the 308

experimental results obtained. Thus, the present study confirmed that the scale-up of the 309

surface discharge plasma could have been possible from the laboratory reactor study. Thus, an 310

industrial design of plasma reactor could be possible by using only data lab.311

312
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Figures429

430

Fig1:  Scheme and sectional drawing of the cylindrical (a) and planar (b) reactors431

432

Figure 2: A functional diagram of pilot unit supplied by CIAT433

434

Figure 3: Photography of Plasma system used in pilot unit435

436

Figure 4.a: Removal capacity of Isoval vs specific energy at different flow rates and 437
different inlet concentrations using pilot unit438

439

Figure 4.b: Energy yield vs specific energy at different flow rates and different inlet 440
concentrations using pilot unit441

442

Figure 5: Variation of the mineralization vs. specific energy at different inlet 443
concentrations and different flow rates444

445

Figure 6: Variation of the CO selectivity (%) vs. specific energy at different inlet 446
concentrations and different flow rates.447

448

Figure 7: Variation of the ozone vs. specific energy at different inlet concentrations and 449
different flow rates450

451

Figure 8: Different reactors and scales comparison vs. power consumption specific 452
energy: Feed of Isoval = 1.2 g.h-1, residence time=0.6s453

454

455
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Fig1:  Scheme and sectional drawing of the cylindrical (a) and planar (b) reactors460
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Figure 2: A functional diagram of pilot unit supplied by CIAT478
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Figure 3: Photography of Plasma system used in pilot unit496
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Figure 4.a: Removal capacity of Isoval vs specific energy at different flow rates and 505

different inlet concentrations using pilot unit506
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Figure 4.b: Energy yield vs specific energy at different flow rates and different inlet 525

concentrations using pilot unit526
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Figure 5: Variation of the mineralization vs. specific energy at different inlet 544

concentrations and different flow rates545
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Figure 6: Variation of the CO selectivity (%) vs. specific energy at different inlet 559

concentrations and different flow rates.560
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Figure 7: Variation of the ozone vs. specific energy at different inlet concentrations and 578

different flow rates579
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Figure 8: Different reactors and scales comparison vs. specific energy: Feed of Isoval = 593

1.2 g.h-1, residence time=0.6s594
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